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Another year has past with countless changes and improvements to the technology
solutions and services we provide. The continued growth of #BigData, changes to
#ICTStrategy, #CloudSolutions… The list goes on!

‘Overcoming new
challenges
presented by
evolving technology
and the everchanging business
landscape, our
consultants deliver
best in breed
solutions for our
clients ICT
strategies’

In 2016, with our Ellipse and Ellipse Select partner ABB, we will continue to diversify
our portfolio of clients, offering additional advisory and strategic ICT services to the
EAM (Enterprise Asset Management) market. COSOL has a long affiliation and wealth
of functional and technical expertise in ABB’s Ellipse product; coupled with our asset
intensive industry knowledge, our impartial expertise across all Enterprise Resource
Platforms, and our consultants delivery of best in breed solutions for our clients ICT
strategies; we believe the COSOL-ABB partnership will deliver great benefits for our
clients in the Energy Utilities, Public Infrastructure, Defence, and Resource sectors.
Working with our clients, ABB and our service partners, the most recent releases of
Ellipse have seen dramatically reduced errors and exceptions, and significant
functional advancements. COSOL is confident that Ellipse and ABB’s cloud solution,
Ellipse Select are both stable and robust ERP systems that we look forward to working
with.
Partnering with ABB does not change our independent commitment to our clients,
providing impartial, practical advisory services. Our affiliations and partnerships with,
KPMG, IFS, GHD, SAP and RedEye remain unchanged and our commitment to growing
our service partners in 2016 will continue.
2015 saw a diverse range of projects executed across all sectors for existing and new
clients. In 2016 projects continue with Queensland Urban Utilities, OzMinerals, Public
Transport Authority of WA, TOLL and Glencore. Looking forward, the project pipeline
is healthy, COSOL’s commitment to diversifying the industries in which we operate
has paid off, and the continued performance of our world class consultants continues
to position us as trusted advisors to asset intensive industry. After 2013’s successful
expansion into Mongolia, COSOL continues to expand its service line offerings across
Asia, with initial steps taken to establish a presence in Hong Kong from early 2016.
Follow our social media platforms for updates!
At COSOL, we believe in “Doing capital projects right" and "Doing the right capital
projects".
Thanks for 2015, its always an honour to work with our existing clients, some we have
worked with for 15+ years; and its great when we welcome new clients to the COSOL
portfolio. The COSOL team and I look forward to helping achieve your 2016 business
goals!

Brad Skeggs
Managing Director, COSOL
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